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No Business
As Usual

Five demonstrators were
arrested by Albuquerque police
Wednesday at the climax of a
peace protest, conducted by The
War Resistors League, at the
Carlisle entrance to Kirtland Air
Force Base.
About 75 to 100
persons,ranging in age from 12 to
55 gathered outside the base
about 12:45.

The protesters, some carrying
signs, laid a coffin • shaped box in
front of the Carlisle entrance.
A short time later police moved
in and told the protesters to break
up their demonstration. When
some refused to obey, police
arrested them.
The protest, which did not

move onto the base, ended with
the arrests about 1:30 p.m.
A base spokesman said traffic
into the base at the Carlisle
entrance was stopped for about
10 minutes.
~he five persons arrested were
charged with failing to obey a law
officer and with disorderly

conduct.
Police said two of those
arrested would identify
themselves only as "John Doe."
The other three were identified as
JohnS. Fimple, 23, of 511 Mesilla
N.E.; Alex L. Monroe, 23, of 500
Monroe N.E. and Gerald
Hamilton, 18, of 1015 Acoma.

Heady Refutes Priority Charges
Claims Business Ph.D. Program Not·Top Consideration
The Lobo apparently was in
error in, an Oct. 11 story
concerning an organizational
meeting of the Central
Coordinating Committee, which
accused the Food Service of
misuse of funds.
Income from sales (meal tickets
and caSh) fr6m .both Hokona and
Las Posada dining rooms was
$1,17 5,~11.45. The Lobo had
previously reported the amount
was taken in sales from only
Hokona Dining Room.
"This money is then
transferred," the report continues,
1et0 a University of New Mexico
account listed on page 21 in the
Financial Report." The report,
which was issued by UNM,. is
available free of charge from the
Comptroller's office, the
Administration building.
"The University then allocates
this money back to the dining
halls in accordance with the
proposed budget/' The report
adds this money is put back into
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the current fund of revenues,
expenditures and fund balances
and that for the dining halls this
money reallocated back into the
dining halls amounts to
$1,116,258.20.
''This means," says the report,
"that in the transferring of the
money through these different
accounts, the University was able
to take a profit of $58,953.25 on
the food services alone."
Reporting a financial question
on the residence halls, the report
adds, "The profit taken from the
residence halls is even more
outstanding. The same
transferrence of funds was used."
Money paid by residence halls
by the University amounted to
$617,689.50 from u a payment of
$148,057.86. A profit,. says the
report, of $130,368.36.
The report charges that people
living in the residence halls paid
out $189,231.61 <4to something
that doesn't even concern them,
namely the General Building
Bonds Fund."

UNM President Ferrel Heady
refuted charges he had termed the
business doctoral program one of
the University's top priorities.
The charge came in a letter
from ASUNM President Ken
White .in a letter to the statCl
Board of Educational Finance hi
which he asked the alleged remark
be "closely analyzed".
"There is a limited number of
new degree programs the BEF
contemplates starting here in the
next few years. We determine;the
bt,lsiness doctoral program and the
medical masters degree program
would be top priorities."
He said the doctoral program
was the top priority "in the
context of new programs"
although not necessarily in terms
of goals of the entire University.
Heady also said he was
"surprised to think anyone would
think it (the doctoral program)
would not be presented" at the
October BEF meeting.
Heady said the decision to
institute a doctoral prt>gram in
business was made 11 2·3 years
ago'' and had been app,roved by
the business school and full

University faculties, the
Administration and the ReJ!ents.
"When the BEF set up· their
moratorium, we withdrew it for
the time being, but felt we should
present it at the first opportunity.
"We did not feel we had a
choice but to present it," Heady
said.
The moratorium Heady
referred to was a five·year freeze
on new masters programs, and an
undefined time freeze on new
Ph.D. programs. the BEF however
allowed some exceptions, and
Oct. 1 approved several advanced
degree programs, among them
UNM'stwo.
White in his letter asked the
business school Ph.D. be placed
on the BEF's November agenda
for reconsideration, alleging due
process had been ignored in
approving the program before an
ad hoc student • faculty
committee within the business
school reported on the program.
A represe11tative of the BF.:F
staff said yesterday White's
request would constitute putting
the doctoral program on the
agenda.

"He will have to present his
request to the Board and see what
they say,fj Donald Stuart,
associate executive director of the
BEF, said.
He said reconsideration of a
program approved by the board
cchad never happened before" in
his three year tenure on the staff,
or in his knowledge of past board
actions.
The BEF meets Nov. 18·20 to
hear budget requests from the
state's universities.

Media Week
Thursday

10:ao a.m.·12:ao p.m. - 2:ao

p.m.: Film festival- "The
Round Up" (Union Theater)
2 p.m.: ESP discussion (North
Union Ballroom)
6 p.m.· 8 p.m. • 10 p.m.:
11
M as culine F cminine tt Godard (Union Theater, 75
cents)
•
7:30 p.m.: Five experimental BeU
Telephone films (Popejoy Hall)
8 p.m.: Psycho • drama by Eya
Branham (Union Ballroom)
Friday
10 a.m. • 11:30 a.m. • 1 p.m. •
2:30 p.m.: FUm fe$tlval, 8
rums shown in series (Union
Theater)

World

News

editorial

By United p,.,, lnternatiOI'Ial

Women

La'U) ~Students

Merely admitting ~> ~ •••ctl into a law
school doesn't seem to meet the needs of the
women law student, say many women at ·
UNM.
Despite statements that the attitude
toward women in the Law School is a lot
more open than a few years ago, they argue
that a "chauvinistic" attitude continues in
course lectures. Many of the women assert,
however, their pr~sence in the classroom
"keeps them on their toes.''
The law profession is a fairly accurate, if
somewhat tardy, barometer of the areas the
society deems important. Hence, the recent
interest in poverty law, consumer protection

law, environment protection law.
Slowly, laws in the nation are changing to
meet the legal anc:l social needs of women.
One case in point is Lhe strongly worded
women's rights bill which, while still
endangered in the Senate, passed the House
by a sizeable majority.
Women lawyers are needed to deal with
these new laws, and to make sure the
regressive attitudes of many people in the
nation's legal and judicial structure don't
nullify the intent of such laws.
Professorial attitudes toward women law
students is where insensitivity to women's
legal needs must stop.

Harris ~4.ces Dem, Slot
WASHINGTON- The Democratic National Comn).ittee
Wednesday elected Patricia Roberts Harris to head a key
1972 conveution committee, defeating a party reformer who
had the backing of threE) presidential hopefuls.
Harris, former U.S. Ambassador to Luxembourg and the
choice of Democratic National Committee Chairman
Lawrence F. O'Brien to head the temporary Credentials
Committee at the Miami Beach convention, beat Sen. Harold
E. Hughes (D-Iowa) 72 to 31.
The battle for the chairmanship of the committee that
rules on delegate challenges in the crucial period just before
the national convention begins was hard fought, despite the
lopsided outcome. Hughes, who only recently removed
himself from the list of potential Democratic nominees and
an activist in the three-year effort to reform the party's
convention procedures, charged that the campaign against
him amounted to "savagery."
Hughes had the public backing of Sens. Fred Harris
(D·Okla.) 1 and George S. McGovern (D·S.D.), announced
candidates for the nomination. Sen. Edmund Muslde
(D·Maine), an unannounced candidate regarded as the
frontrunner, said he supported Hughes even though he had
not made a public announcement.
There was talk throughout the brief struggle that the
contest would widen the breach in the party between its
established leaders and Democrats seeking internal reforms.
But after the vote, Maine National Committeeman George
Mitchell, representing Muskie, moved to make the Harri$
election unanimous and the committee approved it in a clear
effort to close ranks.
Hughes, commenting on Capitol Hill, said he had "just
begun to fight" for party :reform and that he was not
demoralized by his defeat.
"I have a deep commitment to see this through, .. he said.
" ... If anyone thinks that 11 or any of the other Democrats
who have pledged their support to party reform, are going to
roll over and play dead because of the outcome of this vote,
let me set the records straight."

2
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'Male Chauvinists' in. Law School Pay Delayed Since Ju;;'l
Women Students Level Charges Against Profs

By PAULA HOLLAND
Charges of male ch!luvinism
were levelled against many
professors at the UNM School of
Law by an informal group of
female law students voicing their
opinions on the situ11tion.
More than one-fourth of the 34
tJNM women students attended
.but they stressed that not all
opinions were presented; other
law students had chosen not to
attend.
Betty Read, a second year
studen~ stated her objections,
"there are only 20 out of 11.5
women in the freshmen class.''
No Women
"Furthermore," she continued,
"there are no women faculty
members. In every course the
subject matter is always
approached from the male
chauvinism point of view.''
"Not even male," she added,
"but male chauvinism- and there
is a difference."
Read did admit, "The
professors are getting a lot more
cautious with what they say. Our
presence keeps them on their toes.
We remind them that we're here."
Difficult
Jackie Robbins, a first year
student, stated, "Being a lawyer
and showing the women's point of
view is diffi!!ult."
No classes at the UNM Law
School are taught by women and
even in Robbins' "Family
Relations class, there is a male
chauvinist stnnd taken."
The third year class has five
women which in'!teases to 20
women in the first year class.
Robbins exlnined her attitude
toward the ratio, "It's good to
hnve women in the classes to get
backed up , . . If not, you could
last only two weeks, and then
you'd get. hammered into the
ground."
"My admiration for those who
came before us is great, I can't
believe the pressure they must
have been under," she added.
Complaints
Many of the women's
complaints cortcem Lhe courses,
:Kathy Winslow, another first year
student, explained, "We have a
clinical law program which
provides legal counselling for
some."
"This program," she continued,
"is to prepare us for counselling in
the future."
"Simply by its nature," she
added, "draft counselling, ROR
(release on recognizance) for
teenagers- it is geared toward
tnen. In general, nothing deals
with women.
"There are women in this
countrJ.'' she stated; "who get
blamed for having too many
children •• , they don't know
their rights."
Help for Women
"There are women who need
help and there are women in law
schools who can help. We have the
resources and know where to go

to find them," she concluded.
Robbins interjectad, "It's
unfair for women on walfare. One
day they receive a letter to appear
in court telling them theix
payments will be cut off."
"lf they want to contest this,
they have to go to court," she
added. "So they go to court, and

r

The Women Law Students"
Association of UNM is
sponsoring a 12-state Weat
and Southwest regional
conference for women in law
at the school of law, Oct.
29-31.

'

Keynote speaker at the
Conference will be County
Judge Zita Weinshienk, from
Denver, who presided over
the televised trial of Black
Panther I.oren Watson. Other
events planned are a panel
qiscussion by N£lw Mexico
women lawyers and judges, a
symposium on involveml!nt in
minority problems, and
workshops dealing with such
areas as women in prisons,
women and the welfare
system, recruitment,
placement, abortion, special
problems in law schools,
equal rights amendment,
Indian Tribal law, alternative
styles of practice and
disadvantages and advantages
of different types of practice
for women.
Participants in the
conference are primarily
women lawyers from New
Mexico and women law
students in the 35 law schools
in the 12·state region •..,
here are nil the guys with all the
rules in their pockets."
Winslow pointed out "a lot can
neither see nor read."
Women and Law
"! presumed," Winslow
continued, "that there would be
courses on law work with women,
but maybe not,"
"For example, poverty law
only came in a few years ago, and
there are poor people who need
legal help," W.inslow added. "And,
we need this kind of training."
The old myths that law school
was for the exceptionally brilliant
are being broken down, the
women agreed.
The UNM Law School docs not
allow part time students making
study difficult for women taking
care of a home, the women said.
"No matter how much a
husband may try the man can't
handle the home," stated Winslow.
"I would like to see child care for
free , • • to help these womert ~et
through."
Indians
Robbins admitted that the
UNM Law School is noted tor its
benevolence toward the American
Indian. "They are encouraged to
apply, to be admitted, and to
graduate."
She continued, "This school

has shifted around and geared to
all types of people-why can't it
do it for women?"
Mary Hale, a law student with
somewhat different opinion
interjected, "UNM has a broad
spectrum, it is much better
toward it& policies. and it respol:lds
to some sources of pressure .. ,.
it's better than average."
Some schools recruit women.
WinGlow said. "I think we need to
get to women before they get
married and have kids."
"Before she gets married and
finds thaL life as the dght ~~m of
hubby is not satisfying , .•
discovering this early is great," she
said.
Optimism
Hale is more optimistic, "When
I applied first, five years ago, the
Dean o'f Admissions told me as a
woman you are limited . . . you
have to be twice as good as a
man."
"We've come a ways," Hale
added, "that is why more women
are interested.''
"We are in a male orient!ld
fl e 1d , they are concerned and
trying," she continued. "I think
we need to prove something to
other women."
"One married student who
spoke, Patty Hunt, said ''It's
much easier because I'm
married .•. I'm being supported."
"I think it is other women who
hate the idea of us being in
school," she stated.
Chicano Law
Petra Jimenez, stated, "I had
never seen chauvinism until I
joined Lh~ Uhicano law group •..
I was immediately the 'daisy of
the group'."
"I was also elected secretary of
the group. When grades came out
and I made ~he hlgbttst ~umething
happened,'' shtt added.
"It got better, and then I found
I was doing most of the work,"
she said.
Despite these overtones the
women are making names for
themselves. Each class has two
representatives to governing
committees. Out of the six, three
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"""" Ball«xnn. "k:SP-A mffe,.nt l'<>nn <>f
munitation," is th(~ subjcrt to be di<;fUssed hy a pmwl of experts during the
Experiml'nt in ::\It•dia \V(•ck, Ott. 11-1:>. The pand will include people from
Sandia Laboratories. Come have your CJUcstiom answered, and lind out why
the government kel~ ESP is important.
Family Counr.cling Gcnll'r will

prc~cnt

.

"Plays lm· the Living," New Mexico
.
.

lf

Experimental Film~ (fiw) from Ht·ll Tdq)hont• Company, l'OJll'joy Hall; free

DetmJilstration in I'~>vdHHit·ama by Eya
Mcxi<O Union Ballroom

(Fe~hin)

u

Branham and staff, New

film Festival (Hl::JO am, l2:HO pm, 2:30pm) Films: "The Round Up" {Miklos
.Janrso, Hungarian, l!J!itl}

Coming Events:
10:30 am

~

Friday, Otlober 15

Panel discussion with Hadan Ellison, Sdenc:e fiction writer, North Ballmotn

l:llo pm

KUNM'; ba11ds and live prcsetltatlon on the J\fall; Itrce, obviousfy

10:00 am·4:00 pm

Film }'cstival (10:00 am, 11:30 am, 1:00 pm, 2:.30 pm) Film!: "Clay"
{Origin of the Species, Eliat M. Noyes, Jr.); "Boiled Egg•• {Marc Andricux and 1Jernard lkcvcrlt); "Les Escargot~;" (Rene Laloux); "Moon·
bird" (John Juhley); "I.e Nez': {Alexander Alexeielf); "A Short Vision"
<Joan and l'etcr Foldes); "Nigl1t on Uald Mountaitl" (A!excierr and
t•atker); "Stars and Stripes"

8:00 prn

SsOOpnl

There \dll he an art show contiuuously llt the University of New :Mexico Att Museum,
Fine Arts Center, featuring Dennis Hopper's collccti()n,

Swrday, October 17

'fhrce Oog Night concert, Utliversily Arena

Unring the week, the ASO:'-o!M Film Commillcc will also ptcscnt: "Casablanc.'l," witlt the
great Great GR:EA"t' Humphtey Bogart; October l!i: 8:00·10:00 pn1. $.75 per pcrgon,
And, the ASUNl\f t:iJm Committee will present: "A Man Called Horse," starring Richard
Harris; October ltH 7. 8:00.10:00 pm. $.75 per pcrscn.

Media Week sponsored by ASUNM

NEW 1\fEXlCO LOBO
Thursday, October 141 1911
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There are a number of one
two-room schools st.ill in
operation in these mountains, and
the state says that until a building
pwgram is approved by county
officials, state aid funds will be
withheld.
Clairborne is one of about 70
counties in Tennessee which are
on a cash basis in budgeting, By
law they art! required to keep
budgets within the tax revenues
for the year.
Neely said that onP lmdget
proposed for the schools would
have turned up an $82,000 deficit
at the end of the year, and waa
rejected on that basis.
About 40 school bus operators
also are caught in the· money
squeez~, Neely said.
But the schools are operating
on a normal schedule, all the
same, while county officiJll$
wrestle with the financing
problems.
Neely said that he had tried to
win voter approval for a sales tax
increase that would have financed
school construction, but that
proposal also was turned down.
The Clairborne County teachers
have mi;ssed three pay periods so
far this school year, which began
in August.
"We've had problems like this
before, from time to time," Neely
~><titl, L..;L Lhi;; la the longest we've
had to run without pay."

II

10:00 am-·1 :00 pm

Oc.t.. 15'

The filler reserved for this space
was abducted by a band. of
brigands, A ransom is being
offered.

\@
w;.
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Today's Events:
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TAZEWELL, Tenn. (UPI)....,. In
this Kentucky border area of east
Tennessee, money is always short.
But Clairborne County's 176
school teachers haven't been paid
since last June, and for some the
pinch has become acute.
''It's an embarrassing
situation," school superintendent
Jamllli C. Nel;!ly said Wednesday.
''Some of the younger teachers,
especially, are having a hard time.
Payments are due. Some are
having to bo;:row mo!!ey from the
bank. And local merchants are
having to extend them credit to
live day to day."
Clairborne County's problem is
not unique, School officials in
Scott County said earlier this year
there wap not enough money
budged for a full year's operation.
Many other small counties in this
part of the state are hard pressed
to keep up with school needs.
CountY .Faulted
Clairborne gets 80 per cent of
its funds for school operatiOllS
from the state, which has faulted
the county for inadequate school
buildings and UI-equiped facilities.
"We're operating 20 s<;:hoo]s at
present for 4400 studtmts," said
Neely, who became
superintendent in 1968.
''When I became
superintendent, we had 28
schools, 15 of them with
potbellied stoves tor liea~ ami 1;;
with outdoor toilets. We still have
many elementary schools in the
same situation."
are women: Petra Jimenez,
Remona Tucker and Shirley
Keith.
Most of these women admit
that there has been progress, and
most agreed when Bett~ Read
stated, "Progress, yes- but we
can't focus on it- we still have a
maximum progress to go."

I

Experiment in the Media Week

H:OO pm
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Teachers Feel Squeeze
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GSAC Adopts Library Resolution

Labor Agreement Allows Strikes

Calls for.Re-Organization of Management Staff ...

Post-Freeze CooperationShouldn'tDeny Worlcers' Rights

By PAULA HOLLAND
GSAC took strong action
Tuesday Jli gh t in adopting a
resolution to be submitted to the
library investigating committee
calling for a reorganization of
library management and staff.
The resolution states, "In
s u m m a r y , we o ppose
decentralization until th~>
management and staffing of the
UNM library system ar.e
reorgani?.Pd and thf' dPfP...t.~ in
Z i m merman Library are
corrected."
Locked Carrels
The resolution includes, "that
graduate students should have
first priority on the use of locked
carrels for two reasons.,. writing
a disnertation is a requirement. ,.
many students writing or research
a dissertation or thesis do not
have a satisfactory alternative
place to conduct this work."
In adopting the resolution, the.
GSA Council is also suggesting
that "the library should devote as
11\UCh space to non-library uses as
the library can afford."
As far as the night keys are
concerned, a limited night-key
system is recommended to be
restricted to "faculty members

conducting similar research or
working on a dissertation thesis
and graduate students conducting
similar research."
GSA Council's recommenda·
tion for closed stacks reads "All
faculty and graduate stu'dents
would have stack access rights.
Undergraduates would be issued a
stack access pass (perhaps with a
time limit) upon written
cedification of a need by a
faculty mPmbPr."
Their final suggestion urges that
"every feasible improvement
recommended gy the consultants
should be speedily considered and
implemented , . , the library
director, Mr. David 0. Kelley
exercise responsible, effectiv~
leadership in adopting these
recommendations,
Appointments
In other business, the council
agreed to GSA· President Bert
Hansen's appointments of Det
Wegener to the Curriculum
Committee, Bill Goldsmith to the
New Mexico Union Board Lynne
Baur to the Speakers Co~mittee
Charles Trowbridge to th~
Committee on the University Bill
Severn to the Library Committee
and Colleen McNamara, Bili

Beneke, and Clark Willett to
Student Research Allocations.
A bill concerning hiring of art
models for the graduate studio art
studtmts and appropriations for
professional travel were sent to
committees.
The bill conceming Student
Research Allocations Committee
was passed, as well as a bill
allocating $207.30 for six
graduate students in the
Recreation Curriculum to attend
the 1971 Cong{ess of Recreation
and Parks in Houston, Texas,
Consumer Federation
The Council also passed a bill
allocating $2.5 for payment of
membership fees to the
Albuqutlrque Consumer
Federation and $100 as a
one·time contribution to defray
organization expenses,
The Council returned to the
steering committee a bill to
allocate $400 to the Moot Court
Team of the UNM Law School to
attend regional competition in
Tucson.
In other business, the council
voted to hold a special meeting to
discuss the new GSA Constitution
and By·Laws on Oct. 20 at 7 p.m.

In an effort to make things
easier for students unable to find
a parking space near the library
who have to return books but
don't, Zimmerman has installed
this book drop box on Yale and
Roma right next to the President's
house.

Drop Box

Deputy Stabbed at School Scuffle
Racial Tensions Break as Black Students Sent Home
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
(UPI)- A deputy sheriff was
stabbed in the chest by a girl
Wednesday while trying to quell a
new outbreak of racial trouble at
Dixie Hollins High School.
The 16·year·old girl, whose
name was not released because of
her ~get was charged with assault
of a deadly weapon. The deputy,
James Townsend, was not
seriously hurt in the attack and
was released after treatment at a
hospital.
Dixie Hollins has been plagued
with racial. unrest since the
beginning of the school year when
blacks began pmtesting usc of the
Confederate flag as the school
symbol, and the playing of Dixie
as the school's football pep song.
School Superintendent
Nicholas Mangin has outlawed use
of the Confederate flag at the
school, but points out that a state
law specifically provides that a

l

school band can not be barred
from playing Dixie.
Trouble started Tuesday when
three busloads 0 r blacks numbering about 100 -arrived at
the school and several fistfights
broke out between white and
negro students.
This scuffling was quickly
broken up, but once inside the
school some of the blacks
gathered in the cafeteria and
refused to attend classes.
School officials told the blacks
if they wouldn't go to their
classrooms, they would have to go
home, and the buses were
recalled. Although not all black
students were involved in the
rebellion, school officials sent
them all home for their own
protection.
While reboarding the buses,
several of the blacks said they
were shoved by police, and new
scu ffline- this time involving

police and black students -broke
out. It was then that Townsend
was stabbed with a steak knife.
13 blacks- including the girl
charged with the attack on
Townsend- were arrested during
the fracas, and two others were
taken into custody for trespassing
after they returned to the school
later in the day.
Classe~ continued for the white
students until noon, when whites
also were dismissed for the day.
Officials said only a half · day
session would be held again
Thursday, and there will be no
school Friday because of a
scheduled free day to permit
teachers to catch up on
administrative chores,
Dixie Hollins has a total
enrollment of 2500 students,
about 180 of whom are black.
Mick Jagger wears an album
jacket instead of' pants.

THUNDERBIRD
IS
COMING
The distribution of our October Thunderbird
will begin late this week and or early next
week. It may be picked up in the Union
Cloakroom, Journalism 205, the Library,
and other public student places.
We need fresh contributions NOW
(by November 8) for our next issue.
Turn in your ART, POETRY, FICTION, and
PHOTOGRAPHY at room 205 Journalism.

Army Head Orders 'Evil'
Slot Machine Removal
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Army
Secretary Robert F. Froehlke
announced Wednesday he has
ordered slot machines removed by
next July from all U.S. Army
service clubs around the world to
end what he called a "corruptive
influence" in military life.
"It is my intention that these
machines will no longer tap
soldiers' pockets," Froehlke said.
The Army secretary's action
came after months of prodding by
Sen. Edward J. Gurney, {R·Fla.).
Gurney launched a campaign
against slot machines on military
bases in February, issuing a
90·page report detailing what he
described as widespread
corruption he found to be linked
to slot machines during an
investigative tour of military
installations in Southeast Asia.
Second
The Army was the second
service to heed Gurney's demand
that slot machines be banned
from bases. Army sources said the
action announced by Froehlke
was taken over the objections of
many Army officials.
The Air Force removed all slot
machines from Vietnam as soon as
Gurney's report came out, saying
the machines would be gone from
all Air Force bases by the end of
next June. The Navy is still
studying what action it will take.
In a speech prepared for the
Association of the U.S. Army,
Froehlke said the decision to ban
slot machines had been a hard
one.
"Slot machines have brought in
revenues of approximately $23
million per year," he ~aid. "This
money has been used for
worthwhile purposco within the
Army and community."
Profits
Slot machine profits add to the
revenues of nonprofit military
service clubs, enabling them to
provide food and beverages to
soldiers at reduced prices. This
was cited by Army officials as a
major reason to retain them.
But Froehlke called slot
machines "a mechanical device
that I consider to be a corrupt
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influence, drawing hoodlums
around it as honey will draw ants,
"I am announcing this evening
that by next July all slot machines
will be removed from all Army
establishements world wide, The
slot machine too often brought
unhealthy pressures and
temptations. It degraded sound
management of clubs and
frequently led to sloppy
operations," he said.
"I have come to the conclusion
that we must be willing to accept
an interim money problem in
order to solve a people problem.
Any decision that eliminates both
hoodlums and graft has got to be
a good one."
Reminder
The Army's action came just
over a month after Gurney wrote
Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird
reminding him that several
months had elapsed since the
initial exposures of corruption
related to military bases and slot
machines.
Gurney said "the slots were a
source of continued manipulation
by corrupt individuals and
organizations which in effect
bilked the GI out of his hard
earned pay." The Senator
expressed the belief that "these
one armed bandits do more to
cheat the serviceman than they do
to aid his recreational life or
improve the quality of food and
drink at his' club.''
Gurney's office said Laird
apparently had not answered the
Senator's Sept. 9 letter. But the
Army sent word to the Senator by
messenger Wednesday that
Froehlke's announcement would
be made a few hours later.
Fro e hike told the Army
Association other actions
underway to improve the Army
included keeping commanders in
the same position for at least a
year to 18 months and trying to
"keep individuals convicted of
serious offenses out of the
Army."

WASHINGTON (UPI)- Labor
Secretary James D. Hodgson said
Wednesday that organized labor's
agreement to cooperate with
President Nixon's post " freeze
economic controls did not mean
that workers would be barred
from striking.
"I don't believe it would be
proper to ask labor to forego its
right to strike," Hodgson said,
P.V{Irf" in cases 'Nhere Nixon's 'tvage
board hands down d-ecisions
adverse to unions.
Although pledging to help try
to make the President's postfretJze controls to curb inflation
work, organized labor opened an
attack in Congress on the
Administration's companion
plan- already approved in
modified form by the House -to
cut taxes by $15.4 billion in the
next three years as a stimulus to
the economy.
Nonpartisan
As Andrew J. Biemiller, chief
AFL-CIO lobbyist, denounced the
tax bill before the Senate Finance
Committee as unfairly favoring
business, Treasury Secretary .John
B. Connally appealed for
nonpartisan support of the
administration's economic
program.
"Why do we feel we have to
rna k e a partisan issue of it?"
Connally asked at a luncheon
sponsored by the citizens for a
new prosperity, which supports
Nixon's goals. "What's partisan
about trying to ensure that this
expansion . . . comes without
inflation?"
Added Connally: "Continuing
rampant inflation destroys us all.
Wny are there so many skeptics?
Why so many doubters?"
Connally urged the 300
luncheon guests to get behind the
President. "You don't have to say
he is imbued with all the virtues
of a holy man," he said. "You
don't have to vouch for his

theatrical presence or his manly
handsomeness."
·
Judicial
The White House, meanwhile,
confirmed that legislation heading
for Congress to' implement
Nixon's post·freeze plans would
include provision for "a judicial
body to expedite appeals" of
dcciGiono of tho Pay Board and
Price Commission, which are
charged• with setting
noninflationary guidelines and
reviewing wage · price increases.
Nixon also is aski!!lg Congress to
extend for one year - until April
30, 197 3 - his authority to
impose the current freeze and the
subsequent controls that will take
its place on Nov. 14.
Hodgson, in two separate
interviews (Today ShowNBC-TV, and Capitol
Cloakroom - CBS radio),
reaffirmed the administration's
pledge against vetoing decisions of
the Wage Board and Price
Commission, even if the pay panel
gives blanket approval to all
negotiated wage increases in
existing contracts.
No Veto
"No veto is contemplated
for any decisions made by the
board," Hodgson said. "The pay
board will have to decide whether
to grant step increases in the
present contracts. We can't second
guess the board."
But when the Labor Secretary
was asked if the Pay Board would
have to cut back some of the
contracts calling for big pay
increases in the future, Hodgson
replied:
". , . Most of the contracts that
are now in existence have less
increase in their second and third
years than they had in their first
year, so the circumstances you
mention will occur only in a
relatively small number of cases."
This was interpreted. by some as
meaning Hodgson was predicting

that most already negotiated wage
increases would be allowed to go
into effect. But the labor
department later issued a
~tatement denying this and saying
"the thrust of his statement was
that the resolution of these cases
lies in the jurisdiction of the Pay
Board."
Labor Frf'l\
His statement that labor would
be free to strike coincided with
comments the day before by
AFL·CIO President George Meany
that labor's offer to cooperate did
n'bt carry with it a no-strike
pledge.
In his testimony before the
Senate committee, the AFL·CIO's
Biemiller said the tax bill is
molded to "the. trickle - down
economic theot-y, which contends
that enriching the already rich is
the way to economic progress."
He asked the committee to
reject the House • approved seven
per cent investment tax credit,
which would reduce business
taxes an estimated $45 billion
between now and 1980 by
allowing firms to deduct part of
the cost of new equipment from
their tax bill.
Profits Tax
Instead of enacting legislation
that would cut corporate taxes by
about 15 per cent starting next
year, he said. Congress should pass
an excess prof1ts tax hke the
Korean War levy which raised $7
billion over 31J.z years.
"America cannot afford huge
and ever· enlarging tax windfalls
to big business," Biemiller said.
"The nation's tax structure must
be used in the public interest."
Despite labor's opposition, the
committee generally is expected
to approve Nixon's tax packagealso including repeal of the seven
per cent auto excise tax and a new
tax break for firms which
export - without substantial
change.

Scholarship Fund

Vending Machines Aid Students
With $80,000 in the bank, the
student aids office is able to help
more than 20 students over the
course of a year with scholarships
from the Vending Machines Fund.
The fund, which was started
before 1959, has grown over the
years to a sum of slightly over
$80,000. The Sandia Vending Co.
which has had the contract since
Feb. 1, 1971, is expected to
increase this amount by $9000 or
$10,000. The money is placed in a
savings account and the interest
made off it is used for , the
scholarships.
·
Interest for last year was
$5230, enabling the Student Aids
office to grant between 20 to 25
scholarships of $200 or $300.
Presently, there are 107

veriding machines on campus. The
per cent of the money made on
the machines that is placed into
the . fund varies: cup drink
machines, 15 per cent, can drinks,
five per cent, and candy machines
12 per cent.
There is also a miscellaneous
scholarship fund of about
$80,000. With the interest of the
two funds the office is able to give
about.50 scholarships.
These scholarships are given to
students on the basis of need and
academics. However, the office
does not stress the academics
because it feels that enough other
scholarships are given on that
basis.
The office usually tries to wait
until the second semester to begin
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granting the funds because they
are most needed then.
Approximately 1000 students
apply for the scholarships.
Student Aids estimates that 25
per cent of these do receive a
scholarship of some kind. The
office also estimates that 14,000
students will apply for help in
some way or another and Aids
will be able to help about 10,000.
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treatment of evolution
and life-forms, made with animated
clay sculptures and a jazz
background. A pink desert is
inhabited by a moving egg in
"Boiled Egg," a tragedY by Marc
Andrieux and Bernard Brevent.
The ; !Jg senses a dangerous
preser,·:e (unseen by the audience)
from which it tries to escape and
finally attacks. "J~es Escargots" is
the !iLory ,. • a fat'llltlt who triggers
a giant '.,..•1 invasion by watering
his crop• with his !•ears. The Rene
Latour '.lirected film is a lesson
about people who never learn
from their mistakes. John and
Faith Jubley's "Moonbird," 1111
Academy Award • winner, is a
fa ntaRY evolving ,from a story
improvised by two small boys
who set out to catch the elusive
but understanding moonbird. "Le
Nez," directed by Alexander
Alexeieff, is from a Gogol short
story and employs the pinboard
animation method, which is so
difficult that Alexeieff is probably
the only director to ever use it
more than once. The film is made
by using a field of pins raised and
lowered by hand for each frame
to create an engraved image of
shadow and light. "A Short
Vision," by Joan and Peter
Foldes, is an English fantasy
about nuclear war. Alexeieff and
Parker's "Night On Bald
Mountain" is another pin·board
animation, using Mussourgsky's
music and Russian folklore, "Stars
and Stripes" is patriotism painted
directly on film and synchronized
to marrh musi!'.

The ESP discussion originally
planned for Monday of the
Experiment In Media Week will
take place today at 2 p.m. in the
Union Ballroom, Two experts on
the subject from Sandia 'Base and
one from the community will
discuss the ESP work being done
in the Soviet Union and other
countries, as well a's what the U.S.
government is and/or should be
doing in this area. 'l'he d1scussion
will be from a scientific
viewpoint, and will include slides
and movies.
Eya Branham ancl '
staff will
present a psych"
..rna in the
Union ballroom ... t 8 p.m. The
program is not predetermined, as
, the nature of n pnycho·d!:nn:l
requires a "feeling out" of the
audience present· to determine
what should be explored and
presented. Branham is the only
person in New Mexico licensed by
J. L. Morino, considered to be the
world leader in the field.
The "Plays for the Living"
scheduled for 7 p.m. in the
ballroom has been cancelled, but
Tom Hogg, originator of the
media week concept, says he will
attempt to find some
replacement. "If nothing else,
we'll play some good music for
that hour."
Science Fiction writer Harlan
Ellison will lead a panel discussion
on that subject at 10:30 a.m.
Friday in the north end of the
Union Ballroom. He will be joined
by three or four members of
Albuquerque's Science Fiction
Society.
The free film festival continues
today with showings of "The
Round Up" at 10:30 a,m., 12:30
p.m., and 2:30 p.m., in the Union
Theater. A 1965 Hungarian film
directed by Miklos Jancso ("The
Red and the White"), it shows the
deprivations and hardships of a
group of 19th century Hungarians
imprisoned during a government
search for a rebel leader, Jancso's
hard-edge portrayal of the terrors
of a prison society and the abuses
of power have won him critical
acclaim and a limited audience.
The dialog is in Hungarian, with
English subtitles.
Friday's portion of the film
festival will consist of animated
films, showing in the Union
Theater in series at 10 a.m., 11:30
ll.m., 1 p.m., and 2:30p.m. Elliot
M. Noyes Jr.'s "Clay" is a light

Believe it or not, Lobo Review
Editor Charles Andrews is not
really tonally deaf ... he's totally
deaf.
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In Greek mythology, Medea, a seductive "savage," mistress of witchraft and
sorcery, aids Jason in his quest for the Golden Fleece. Jason, suitably im·
pressed, woos, beds, breeds and abandons Medea to marry a "civilized"
woman o£ higher station. From here on watch out!
See Bullfinch's Mythology or Pasolini's Great film for details.
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Women's Sports
Ever since Linda Estes called and told us there was going
to be a women's tennis tournament at UNM (which was
held last weekend), it has become increasingly obvious that
there are a lot of women in sports here at UNM, and ~pat
the program is a well-organized and productive one.
.
UNM has nine women's teams that compete
intercollegiately, and four of those teams participated in
national competition last year. The nine teams are members
of the Intermountain Conference, which consists of college
teams around the Rocky Mountain region.
Estes is the director of the women's. sports department at
UNM, and also, besides teaching tennis classes, is the coach
of the women's tennis team. Being director of a program
that thus far has not received much recognition for their
efforts must not be an easy job, but she carries out her
duties without mention of the troubles she encounters.
After the tennis tournament, which drew teams from a
six-state area, Estes sent me a list of the coaches of the nine
different women's sports at UNM. Jeri Britz coaches the
golf team, Judy Hall handles gymnastics, Jeannette M!Q:sh
coaches skii,ng, while Jan Olson and Charlotte Piper handle
volleyball and swimming, respectively.
The one I forgot to mentiowas Beverly Bond, and I
forgot' it for a reason. Bond is the coach of both field
hockey and basketball, and she is collaborating with the
Health, Physical Education and Recreation department to
. sponsor the First Annual State Intercollegiate Field Hockey
' and Badminton Tournament Oct. 29 and 30 at Johnson
Byong Yu, former Korean National Champion and .rated i11 the
Gym and Johnson Fields.
top 10 presently in the United State11, is considered to be one of the
Deadlines for entering the tournament is tomorrow. So
ByongYu
foremost "brick breaking" experts as well as one of the most rugged
far,
New Mexico Highlands, New Mexico State and UNM are
and aggressive fighters. He will act as chief refertee at the Central
the
only teams in the state that have definitely responded.
North American Karate Championships, Oct. 16. He will also give
demonstrations throughout the daytime preliminaries. The meet will
New Mexico Western said they will send a team of
be held in the West Mesa High School auditorium.
badminton players, but so far have not fielded a hockey
team. Also, to reciprocate their annual invitation to UNM to
participate in their state tournament, the University of
DID YOU KNOW?
Arizona will be attending with a field hockey team for the
Yuu can have a six-week paid field
meet.
training vaca tlun during the
""mmer before you enter the Air
UNM juniot halfback Fred the State game to bring his
UNM had the only field hockey team on the college level
Force ROTC program,
Henry, despite being the only rushing total to 239 yards. Diller's
in
New Mexico last year. The team competed against local
back in last week's New Mexico performance moved him from
hlgh
schools and Santa Fe Prep before attending the
game who didn't surpass the fourth place after the Brigham
f~============; State
100-yard mark in rushing, is still Young game to second behind Intermountain meet in Greeley, Colo. ln December, the
far and away the leading rusher Henry this week. Long moved one team traveled to Tucson to compete in the Arizona State
for the Lobos so far this year.
notch down to third, while McCall tournament. If UNM's team had been a state school and
The "Alamogordo Antelope", is in fourth.
thereby eligible to place among the Arizona teams, they
Package Liquor
as Henry is called, has carried the
The Lobos amassed the fourth
mail almost 80 times for 413 greatest rushing total in New would have taken second place behind Arizona State
yards over the first four games of Mexico history last week in typing University. The same will be true in reverse for the Arizona
the 1971 season. Sophomore the Aggies 35-35 before 26,883 team in this tournament (that they will not place in the
full !:tack Rich Diller used a University Stadium fans.
tourney, but can compete).
3.84 case .96 6-pk
128-yard performance against the
Punter Bruce Boone, who is
Badminton has not been one of New Mexico's
Aggies to up his four-game total also the backup for quarterback
intercollegiate
sports in the past. Since Bond and the
to 293 yards, while halfback Nate Long, got off to a slow start in
McCall ran for 105 yards and punting this year, but has steadily department is hosting the tournament, several women have
4 39
three scores to give him 224 been pushing his average upward. expressed an interest in participating in the tourney, and
· • qt.
yards. Senior quarterback Rocky After the third game Boone was any others who may be interested should contact either
905 Yale SE
Long r1.1shed for 102 yards during averaging 31.9 yards a kick and
Estes or Bond by asking at the Health and PE department.
r========z===================~"' after
now has
yard
his moved
punts up
at another
New Mexico
Anyway, the women who will be competing for the
State.
Lobos in badminton doubles are: Vicki White and Carol
Don Dungan and Bob Gaines,
~ess,
Gail Beasley and Ann. Van Erven. Those competing in
two Lobo defensive backfield
veterans, .have been returning smgles are: Pat Lawson, Gall Beasley, Carol Kress and Mary

Henry Still ·Atop Lobo Rushing

(@uurtrr.a
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punts for the Lobos all season,
and neither with any great
succeSs. Nate McCall returns the
kickoffs on occasion and has had
some good runbacks. Lobo head
football coach Rudy Feldman
stressed the importancyof the
kicking game and said. his team
will be trying to improve in that
and other areas before the Lobos
take an the Spartans Saturday.

e • • a .

.;kessler.

Fqrmer Lobo Athlete Researches Subject

----1

Bond was emphatic in saying that both the field hockey
and ba~minton teams are "eager to have as many spectators
as possible at the tournaments. Games begin at 9:00a.m. on
Friday. <?ct. 29." She said they will try to end the
competition at about noon the following day.
Bond is attempting to pioneer field hockey in this state.
She has collaborated with Ida Daniels in handling the
badminton organization for the tourney.

j

By RICK WICKS
A1> I was haphaz.ardly thumbing
through the October 5th iasue of
the Lobo, I happened to read the
comments concerning the article
found in. this mon.th's
"Psychology Today" magazine
titl~d "Sport: If You Want to
Build Character, Try Something
Else," Ba ving played varsity
baseball here at UNM for three
years, and also being currently
enrolled in grad u&te school
~studying psychology, I hllrricdly
read this most intriguing article.
Personality
Although the entire article
covers many interesting items, the
part I wish to «:omment about
concerns the establishment of
general personality traits among
athletes and coaches. "In 1963,
three psychologists established the
Institute for the Study of Athletic
Motivation to start research aimed
at helping athletes reach their
potentials. In order to identify
sport-specific personality traits
these thxee psychologists
developed the Athletic Motivation
Inventory (AMI) which measures
eleven traits common to most
successful sports figures, After
administering 15,000 tests to
athletes and coaches at all levels
ranching from high school to the
pro ranks, the psychologists were
able to empirically establish the
fact that genera I sports
personalities do exist.
Application
Although a coach must possess
numerous skills, it is my
contention that there are two
main components in the makings
of a great coach: The need for the
suc~,:essful J~pplication of these
two components val.'ies according
to the level lit which the coach is
working. The first major

component a gre11t coach m,ust
possess is tha he must have
extensive knowledge in his own
field or sport. The tht"ee
psychologists found "there is no
way to compensate for lack of
knowledge in coac;:hing." The
second, and hequently
overlooked, component is that the
great coach must know how to
successfully apply the principles
of psychology.
"Psy•coach-ology"
I coined the term
"psy-coach-ology" to refer to the
principles concerning the
psychology of coaching, The
psychology of coaching becomes
more and more important as the
level of competition increases. At
the elementary school level the
major task of the coach is to teach
his athletes the proper
fundamentals, whereas at the pro
level, the main task of the coaQh is
to induce each individual to
perform at his optimal level. In
order t() carry out this complex
task, the coach needs to be very
efficient in working with people.
This means that as the level of
competition increases, the coach's
personality traits become
increasingly important in
determining his amount of
success.
Toss up
"In the AMI study the
psychologists were unable to
determine the exact extent to
which character contributes to
coaching success. The
uncontrolled factor was that they
were unable to empirically
determine the level of knowledge
each coach possessed concerning
his respective sport." Since the
independent variable (degree of
knowledge} was unknown, they
wpre unable to determine th11

Sigs Win Intramural Football
The Lobo, UNM's favorite
campus daily, ha8 long been
renowned for its timeliness,
especia1ly the sports page, and the
time has come to maintain that
xeputation.
'
A week ago today, the Sigma
Chi Fraternity defeated the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity, 12-6, in
the intramural football
championships to end the long
championship the Pikes enjoyed
in intramural football. With three
plays remaining in the game
(intramural football runs by the
play, not the clock), Pike Bobby
Ortiz watched his long halfback
pass fall -through the arms of his
open receiver, and hence his
dreams of another championship
for the Pikes were lost, "It all
worked out okay, though," said
Ortiz. "The Sigs had a little party
after the game and we all had a
pretty good time.''
·Both the Sigma Chis and the
Pikes were 6·0 going out of the

regular season. Runners-up in each
of their divisions were the Phi
Gamma Deltas (who finished
second to the Pikes with a 5·1
record) and the Sigma Alpha
Epsilons, second behind the Sigma
Chis with a 4·1 record for the
season.
The SAE's defeated the Fiji's in
the game which determined third
place for the intramural football
league.
Otherwise in intramural action,
the bowling leagues are now in
their fifth week of play 1 with the
Tuesday night league, a seven team league, showing the league
leading Pikes with an 11-1 record.
The Thursday night league, an
eight- team league, found
Alvarado Hall on top this week
with a 14-2 mark, followed by the
NADS No. 1 team with a 12-4.
Sigma Chi {11·5), NADS No. 2
(11-5) and Phi Delta Theta (8-8)
are the only other teams in the
league which have scored a win.

exact percentage of the dependent
variable (amount of success) that
was due to the expe:rimental
treatme;1t (various personality
traits), Statlld in laymen's terms,
because the coaches level of •
knowledge was unknown, the
psychologists were 1.1nable to
determine to what extent thll
coach's success was d1.1e to
personality traits, or what percent
of his sucdess was due to his level
of knowledge.
Perhaps in the near future Lhete
will be a test that will empirically
determine the coach's exact level
of kuowledge. It v..fll th~n be
possible to determine the amount.
of control that pei;'~Somdity traits
possess in determining a successful
coach.
Reliable Data
However, the psychologists did
find that "theb.· test data provided
a more reliable personality model
of athletes than did the coaches'
observations of their athletes,
They found that their tests gave
better insights into individual
differences and allowed for better
guaging of individual limitations
as well as strengths. The
psychologists also were able to
empirically determine that
coaches are more reliable in their
perception of personality
tendencies that are a significant
part of their own character
structure.
Reliable Traits
The coaches prove to be most
reliable in identifying the traits of
cominance, psychological
endurance, and athletic drive, but
are unable to recognize such traits
as e m o t i o n a 1 c o n t r o I,
self-confidence, trust, conscience,
self·abasement, or tenderness.
They also found coaches to be
blind to personality deficiencies in
gifted athletes."
Uncertainty
"The test :results also illustrated
that most contemporary coaches
are uncertain and anxious about
the changes taking place in
sports." Young athletes of today,
having scaled new levels of
awareness, no longer accept
discipline blindly, but rather they
demand to be treated like humans
containing such traits as emotion,
conscience, and tenderness. The
successful coach of the futllre will
be the one who treats his athletes
as humans rather than machines,
because athletes are not hard,
unconscious, and without
emotions like machines are. The
successful coach of the future will
not only possess extensive
knowledge of his field, he will also
have sufficient, fact-anchored
knowledge of that all important
second component
"psycoachology."
Empiricism Wins
What implications does this
study make concerning the
present status of coaching? First,
it implies that the coaches of

tomorrow will find it necessary to
rely <:ln empirical laws of learning
rather than on intuition. Many of
the current coaches intuit their
own "common sense" laws of
psychology rather than actually
learning the c:orrect pdnciples of
learning. I can bear witness to this
fact since I had one coach whose
application o£ learning principles
to control behavior bordered on
the ludicrous. He seemed to be
completely unaware of the
principles of such itemt;J ru; pooitivc
or negative punishment, or the
shaping of an imperfect motor
response into a more perfect
response by using the prlnciplu of
d i f f e r e n t iaI p osit ive
:reinforcement, or the effects of
punishment in controlling future
attitudes.
Applying the principles of
psychology to obtain desired
behavior is not simply "common
sense" as can be witnessed by the
fact that clinical psychologists are
currently receiving forty dollars
per hour to help people learn how
to control behavior,
Perception Vague
Secondly, the test data also
implies that, contral:'y to most
co~ches' belief, the coaches
perception of his athlete's
perE;onality traits are usually
erroneous interpreta tions. The
process of personality assessment
is a very complex one which
definitely cannot be sucaessfu1ly
done by intuition. The fact that
coaches are most reliable in their
perception of personality
tendencies that are a significant
part of their own character
structure is not surprising to me.
A major requisite of being a
therapist is to first completely
understand one's own personality
traits so as to safeguard against
allowing personal traits to
interfere with a correct
personality assessment of a client.
Hence, the coach should
administer AMI tests to his
athletes if he wants an empirical
description o£ each athlete's
personality traits. He should then
use this information in

determining what approach he
$hould use in working with each
separate athlete.
Positive Results
The test re&ults showed an
"overwhelming positive response
to the efforts of the psychologists
to bring the tools of psychologists
into the coaches careers. The
coaches of America are crying for
new methods, new information.
Contemporary coaches know that
they arc not fully prepared for
their tasks.''
The psychologists also noted
that "conflicts over values
m:mifc~to it::clf in struggles over
discipline, Most. coache& believe
that a truly good athlete is also,
by definition, a red-blooded,
clean·living, truth-telling, prepared
patriot.'' This myth has been
questioned in recent books such
as "Ball Four."
Value Changes
Current value changes, such as
the new level of awareness
concerning disGipline and popul:u;
lengths of head and facial hail:
have put coaches under strain,
The psychologists also predicted
that many coaches won't be able
to handle this strain.

B'nai Brith HillelJewish Student Union
will host a
buffet delicatessen dinner

and informal social
Sunday, October 17
5:00-7:30 p.m.
INTERNATIONAL CENTER
1808 Las Lomas NE

--------------2============

RED CROW
FINEST FOOD
5101 Zuni S.E.
10% off on food
purc~ases

for

UNM students

with I.D.

RAMBLIN BOOT
5011 Menaul NE

f

255-7950

United

Ministries

open 9-6 daily

Center

9·5 Sat.

, •• Servi11g the University of New Mexico
1801 Las L<>mas, N.E.- Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106- Phone 247-0497

Staff: Rev. Riahazod E. Bright and Rev. Bat'ry D, Johns
101 Cornell SE

Sunday Fellowship: 4:00 Recreationj 6:00 Supper,
7:00 Point of View -- Pick the minds of University
and Community leaders.
Students in Ministry: Let us help you help others;
For further infovmation, give us a aatt.

Near UNM

)TEREo)oNIC
TCA·42

Gift Q[ §Em.:

IfoZk music group which tout's

understand~ng

Counse Ung:

cap.

az>ea

ahurahes bridging the

5003 Menaul NE=
268-4227

Persona Z, Pre-Marriage Maxoriage, and Fami Zy
j

Spomttred by the Discip/es of Christ, the United Church of Christ the
United Methodiu Clmrch, 41111 the Uuiil'd Prcsb teritm Church in the
A.

U

PageS
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Thursday, Oet<>ber 14, 1911

fEAC's finest 4-c::hannel Simultrak
stereo tape system with four-fold
capability incorporates 2 and
4-channcl recording, automatic
reverse for 2 cllannel operation and
a total of 8 separate solid-stale
playback and record preampfi(iers
with olf-lhe·tape morHtoring. The
fCA·42thus quadruples as a
4-chahnel Slereo/record/playback
deck, a 2•track deck for monaural
or stereo rncordtpfayback, a studio
qualily tape console lor sound-onsound or 4·track Simulsync'"
"one man band" dubbing, and a
synchronous automatic tape/slide
capabllily lor multi·projecliclr1 and
stereo sound.,

Complete Service Department

• HANDMADE WESl'ERN
BOOTS
Frye

•

Nocomtt

•

Cowtown

Dan Post

• LARGE SELECTION
TO CHOOSE FROM
Acme

•

Dingo

•

Durango

Dan Dino

Page7
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CAMPUS BRIEF§
Spur Meeting

A mandatory meeting of Spurs

will be held 9 ;30 Thursday at the
Chi Omega House, 1810 Mella
Vi~>ta N.E. Spurs mu~>t attend if
they wish to continue their
membership,

Christian Science
The Christian Science
Organization on Campus will hold
testimonial meetings every
Thursday, 7-7:30 p.m. in Union
room 230.

Indo-American
The Indo-American Association

CLASSIFIED

will hold a meeting Thursday,
Oct. 14 in room 250-D of the
Union.
The meeting is in preparation
of the Diwali Festival. All are
invited to attend, For more
information call 242-4824 or
2 4 2 ·18 8 2. The meeting is
scheduled for 8 p.m.

Chemistry Seminar
Newton FRW('ett, UNM
chemistry graduate student, will
lead a chemistry department
seminar at the chemistry building,
room 101 at 4:30p.m. Oct, 15.

ADVERTISING

RATES: 'lc per word, 20 word mini- WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to 205, a!ternoons preferably or ,mail.
run live or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to lie
UNM P.O.. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to :1.0.
~ERMS: PAyment must be made in full prior to insertion of a(ivertisement

1) PERSONALS
WANTED TO R'ENT - Self contained
travel trailer. Call 344-6530, 10/20
THE RAG SHOPPE--THE place for used
women's clothing. We BUY and SELL.
Cnll us at 268-2823 for specifics. San
Mateo and Indian Sch()()l NE, OJ;>en Mon.
thru Sat.-19 am to 6 pm, 10121
READY! To start a bright new semester
full of happenings. See us I Arrangements Unlimited. 107 Girard SE. 2658379, 10/14
GIRL8-We have your size, Bell's by
Levi'a, l.obo Men's Shop. 2120 Central
SE. 243-6964, 10/6
2) LOST & FOUND
LOST: A large brown wallet in the SUB
Monda}': evening. lf :found, Please return
Cllrds, J.D.'s. 296-8476. 10/20
FOUND: PRESCRIPTION GLASSES,
Black frames in Zimmerm11n Libl.'ary
)J.nrklng lot. May claim at Lost and
l<'ound Desk, New Mexico Union. 10/20
STOLEN BICYCLE. The person who had
their blue girl's bicycle stolen from the
bicycle rack (south of Biology Bldg.)
please contact the UNM Police. Stolen
10·7·71. 10/10
FOUND - Preacrlptlon gold wire rlms (Ladles?). On lawn in front of Bioi,
Pick up at Rm. 206, Journalism.

rJJfo

FOUND-Sweater in Journalism Building,
Describe and claim Rm. 206. 10/1!1
MISSING: WHITE, AFFECTIONATE
SEVEN MONTH, MALE SIAMESE. No
co11ar. VIcinity of University and Grand.
Reward. Rlpofl's at least call. 20!1.6007.
10/19
BEAUTIFUL BLUE SLEEPING BAG lost
bctwe<!n Coronado anli Hokona. $10.00
reward. Caryn 27'1·4056. 10/18
LOST: DAVIS tennis raeket: Spanish
purse with precious bible inside. Mary
277·2966. 10/18
LOST: Black 8-weck puppy. Near Yale.
Contact Nancy, 266-9357. Reward. 10/18
LOST: GOLD WIRE FRAME PRESCRIPTlON GLASSES in a tan case. 266·2414.
10/14
PLEASE HELP US FIND OUR 1% year,
female Malamute loet Oct. 4, Sandia
Park area. Desperate. Reward for any
)}ertlnent information. 265-3511, Ext.
273 or 282-8450. 10/16
LOST: SILVER FLUTE !crt in a VW.
Tommy, 1809% Silver SE, apt. 5. 10/14
FOUND: One earting. Ladies lounge,
Journalism Bldg. Claim in 205. 10/14
3) SERVICES
OR'l'HODOX BAHA'I FffiESIDES, Thursday nights, '1:30. 521 Spruce SE, Apt.
1UG. For information or transportntitm,
call 242-4839, or write P.O. Box: '137,
Aibu.• 87103.
WILL TYPE TERM: PAPERS, eic.-:Ei;;,
trlc t.ypewrlter, 2!19-3084. 10/20

~OU'RE

242-3893.
IFironing, callTIRED
of 10/20
doing your own
AUTOMOBILE TUNEUPS, V-S's. $16.00,
6's $14.50, imports also, Guaranteed. 265.4771. 10/16
4) FORREN'l'
RESPONSIBLE MALE-Student Housemate wanted, Share 4-bedroom home.
Call Richard, 242-9661. 10/1!1
5) FORSALE
BRUSHED DENIM HIPHUGGERS. Purple, blue and brown, onlY $8. LO'BO
MEN'S SHOP, 21ZO Central SE. 10/20
1968 SAAB STATION WAGON, V-4,
radio, heater. Good condition $875, 2654572. 10/20
8x37 SPARTAN' TRAILER. Call Mel, ext.
;1532 dt.::;a, fl7'1-!l2GU eYe:;, 10/20
1948 CHEVROLET FLEETMASTEn. Runs. $150 offer. 242-7'160 after li :00
Pl\t. 10/20
MEN'S SKI EQUIPMENT: Head Stand.
ar<ls, release bindingS, poles, bOOts, $130.
26{1-1553. 10/19
HUSKY AND SHEPHERD PUPS. For
Sale, $10.00. 898-0614. 10 /18
TIES ONt.Y $Z.GO. :Excellent selection in
beuutlful colot'!l. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 243·69[)4, 10/19
TURTLENECK SWEATEitS. Lurge selec·
tion in runny colors and fabrics. Lobo
Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE. 243-6954,
10/10
68 VW CAMPER. New Englne, , , Brrtkes,
Clutch, 'trans. and tires. 242·4046. 10/18
SliEPHEltl>-husklc pUppies, $16. Wellbred dogs, but no paper!!. Excellent for
training or pets. '1 weeks. John Walker,
344-7573 __10 /1S ·- _.
. .. _
KASTLE 205's with MARKER BlNDINGS,
LANGE Boots, slze 8%w., Dnrrecrrt!ter
poles. Uged 1 season. OriJdnal cost $285.
Sell for $lfi0. Sec McDonald at Journalism
205 alter 4.
WHY 1tENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN
YOUR OWN HOME with low down
payment and monthly l)ayments less than
rent. For details call Mike at 298-'1689 or
EVt! 296-5179, .;.1..:0/_2_.0~-----FENJ>ER DUAL SHOWMAN, "2·15" J,
B. Lanclnga, $900,00. 255·8498, 10/U
"

"

Poetry Reading
English poet Michael Hororitz
reads tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Honor Center Lounge, This is the
aecond reading of the· year
&ponsored hy thE! Poetry Series.

Rodeo Club
There will be an organizational
meeting of the Rodeo Club,
Wednesday; Oct. 20 ln room
23l·C at 5 !30 p.m. Any full-time
students who are interested are
invited to come. For information
call 277-2964 or 277·5164.

Disabled Students

5) F'ORSALE
1950 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGONAuto. 'l'rans., power steering. Runs
good. $150 or1 beSt offer. Rm. 323. The
College Inn. 0/15
1961 MGA Convertible, 1967 Norton 750,
both good condition. 266-2914. 10/lli
liTHE ECOPOLITICS OF ELECTRIC.
POWER" and other pertinent talns in
this month's N.M. REVIEW, on sale at
the Student Union, Living Batch,
Pegasus, etc. 10/14
TWO GOOD USED MOTORCYCLE HELMETS-$10,00 and $15.00. 266-4457.
10/18
1968 HONDA 350 "Motocross" Excellent
Condition. Recent Engine, Call 265-9357;'
10/14
1970 SIATA-UNNUSUAL SPORTSCAR.
Take over payments. Days, 842-7'124,
other, 243-3269, Durkin. 10/16
1964 CUTLASS F-85 convertible--4 new
tires, new paint, excellent running condltion. Best offer, Call 243-3120. 10/14
STUDENT ALTO SAX - $150 or make
offer-277-22U or 242-7931. 10/14
19'11 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording.
277-4296. 20/12
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, UNM student.
_ 247-9170. !'.i.~?.n!. cedar. 10/14
JUST RECEIVED a 11hipment of 19'11
Singer Sewing Machines. These rnachines have never been used and are
equipped w/zig.zag, make buttonholes,
etc. Will be sold for $49 each, cash or
terms. United Freight Sales. 8920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9, tfn
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30-$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 256-5987. 12/20
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. These units have AM-FM stereo
receivers W/8 track player. Also come
complete w/separate deluxe Ganard
changer and !our speaker system. $119.06
eash or terms. United Freight Sates. 3920
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. tfn
LEATHER 'BELLBOTTOMS AND JACKETS by Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE, 10/16
1968 VOLKSWAG.~E:...N_B=U~G-,-c-nl_I_2_6_G--Ii-06-l.
10/15
6)

Fawcett's talk on finite •
difference simulation applied to
electroanalytical and diffusion
chemistry is free and open to all
interested persons.

The Disabled Students
Organization will hold a meeting
Oct. 15 in Johnson Gym, room
4-A at 4 p.m. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

Aliyah to Israel
Zvi Ror. and Yose Shamir,
representing the Israel Aliyah
Center, will speak briefly and
answer questions on programs
available to those interested in
settling in Israel. They were be at
the International Center from 5·7
p.m. Oct. 17.

Mathematics
Reuben Hersh, professor of
mathematics at UNM, will speak
at a mathematics department
seminar Oct. 14 at 3:30 p.m. in
room 104 of Marron Hall.
Hersh's talk on recent results
on random evolutions is free and
open to all interested persons.

Petitions
Petitions for ASUNM Senate
are available in the Student
Government Office in the Union.

HARRIS J3 U R G ( UPI )-A the eight of conspiracy to raid
federal judge Wednesday set Jan. · government offices in nine states.
10 as a tentative trial date for
The indictment said the group·
eight anti·war activists charged in
planned to kidnap !Pssinger last
an alleged plot to destroy draft
February and blow up heating
records and kidnap presidential
ducts in government buildings to
adviser Henry A. Kissinger.
dramatize their opposition to the
Following a meeting with . . Vietnam War.
government and defen$e
Other counts charged that
attorneys, U.S. District Judge A.
Berrigan and a second defendant,
Dixon Herman said tbe Jau. 10 Sister Elizabeth McAliatent, 31, a
date would stand firm unless he
nun from Tarrytown, N.Y.
grants defense motions to dismiss
illegally exchanged letters while
the charges,
Berrigan was in the federal prison
Former Attorney General
at Lewisburg, Pa.
Ramsey Clark ancl Leonard
Trans£t:tred
Boudin, a defense lawyer for the
Berrigan has since been
conspiracy trial of Dr. Benjamin transferred to Danbury, Conn.,
Spack, appeared on behalf of the where he is finishing a term for
Rev. Phillip Berrigan and his seven .. burning draft files in Catonsville,
co-defendants.
Md.
Candidate
The defendants said the charges
Paul O'Dwyer, unsuccessful
were an attempt by the
candidate for the U.S. Senate
government to intimidate the
from New York and Harrisburg anti-war movement and the
Attorney J. Thomas Menaker also
Catholic church.
represented the defendants at the
meeting with Herman.

1

~~~:~~~l;::. ri~~r::~~~f~i ~'fN'ti:LC%16N:ra.&xitl'lWirr;!;xn~wm;agm~t~~i(U\tf£(:':~~:Nmf~~
dismiss the conspiracy charge, on
Oct. 28 and 29. He told the
lawyers he would decide within
th e next f ew week s W h eth er to
grant a hearing on the issue of
electronic surveillance.
"We are not at all happy with
the date," Menaker said following
the meeting. "lt is almost a year
to the day from the time the first
indictment came out against these
.
• 1
"
peop1e, That 1s entire y too long.
Nov. 15
Menaker said the defense
Pressed for a Nov. 15 trial date,
but Herman said his schedule was
too full to permit the trial to
•
b f
b eg1n
e ore next year. Th e
government reportedly had .no
strong preference on the trial
date.
The government has accused

i;.J

.
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Thursday, Octobcr14,-i971
Campus Crusade for Christ; Unlon
room 231-A; 9-9:30 a.m.
Film Committee Movies; Union
Theater; 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Power Cells; Union room 231-A; 1-2
p.m.
ba~~~~~tJ.45 p.~~nter; Union north
Film Committee Movies; Union
Theater; 6 11nd 9 p.m.
Senate Finance; Union room 231-C;
a: 30·8
p.m. .
Activities Center; Union Ballroom;
7·10 p.m.
Chdstian Science Organization;
Union room 230; 7-7:30 p,m.
Las Campanas; Union room 250-B;
'1·9 p.m.
New Mexico Union Board; Union
room 253; 7:30·9 p.m.
Indo-American Association~ Ur.ion
room 250-D; 8-9 p.m.
SIMS; Union room 231D-E; 8·10
p.m.
UNM Band table: Union Lobby; 9
a,m.-5 p.m.

Thursday Evening Exceptional Film Series

Masculine
Feminine

EMPLOYMENT

VETS: SUPPLEMENT your VA Assist..
nnces. $90.00 wk. Part time. InterviewsPlacemmt Center Trailer. Thurs. {)ct. 14.
9AM, llAM, 1PM, 3PM. 10/14
MISCELLANEOUS
BERNADETTE CHAVEZ for Senate
Committee. Meet on 2nd floor of the
SUD, Casa del SOl. 11 ;30 AM, Thul'l!day,
October 14. 10/14
N"'EDED FOR '"OCK AND ROLT ·Blues
"'
.n.
u-Band-Drummer, Bass, Lead and Rhythm
guitarists. Call Michelle 296·1150, 10/19
HARRIS TWSED SPORTS COATS, $80,00
each. New Anifals from England. Also,
Freed Company, 415 Central Ave. NW.

Anti-War Activists Trial
D·ate Set, Defense Upset·

by Jean-Luc Godard

7)

"This film could be called the children of Marx and Coca-Cola''
6, 8, 10 pm SUB Theatre

Admission 75¢

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

r==~N~a~va~j~o~ru~~~~~rn~a~ngy~i~n~ter~es~U~n~g~Un~P~o~~.~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~==~~====~====::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~
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.ACLA§§KFIED
DVERTI§ING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RA1ES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 -.vords}
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Servi~es
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERtiSEMENT -~TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$,_.- - - -

PLACED
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